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CANN Midyear BOD Meeting, January 24-25, 2015 
Hotel:  Best Western—1274 Carling Ave, Ottawa ON 

Meeting Site:  Ottawa Hospital 1083 Carling Ave, Ottawa, ON, 
ROOM:  Second floor section C2. Neuroscience Conference room, C2179 

 
0700 – 0800 Breakfast at the hotel (Sat. & Sun.) 
0830 –Meeting  

Minutes 
 
1.0 Call to order and opening remarks (including round table introductions) 

Attendance: Tara Bergner, Cindy Hartley, Mark Bonin, Corbin Lippert , Patti Gallagher, Helen Fong, 
Trudy Robertson, Viola Finn, Janet White, Joan Pacione, Jodi Copeland, Jodi Dusik-Sharpe, Shelley 
Paul, Janice Williams, Jennifer Purkiss. 
 
Memorial for Pauline Weldon read and moment of silence observed to honor her passing.  Her 
contributions were many and she will be missed.  Discussion around a potential “spirit” award in 
her honor and decision made to assemble a committee to develop the award.  A motion to develop 
a “spirit” award was moved by Trudy Robertson, seconded by Cindy Harley, passed unanimously.   
Executive will send a letter to the family with our condolences.   

 
2.0 Approval of agenda; Cindy Hartley approved and Janet White seconded  

 
2.1    Additions/changes:  Two new business items added.   

 
3.0 Acceptance of minutes of the Annual BOD; Acceptance of minutes of the Annual AGM, 2014 : 

Christianne Krassman approved and Viola Finn seconded 
 

4.0 Business arising from minutes: 
 

4.1 Treasurer’s mid-year report: Presented via PPT by Mark Bonin.  See website for report. 
Comparison of costs for Mid-Year over the last 3 years has shown significant decreases.  
Journal and website revenues have been slowly diminishing over the last few years. 
Marlene Reimer award clarified as being $2000/year and does not accumulate if not 
awarded.  Budget balanced as of October, 2014.  Revised budget presented and motion to 
approve by Janet White, approved with one member opposed.   

 
4.2 Strategic plan – See document on website.  Past President: Communications, looking at 

longer term plans for website host/development.  Looking at increasing annual 
membership. Research and innovation will be addressed by Nancy.  Still need survey of 
CANN members to identify priorities for Neuroscience nursing research.  Sue working on 
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Educator group for Neuro nursing, people have been invited but no further action yet (see 
strategic plan for details).  Should we build in financial sustainability plan?  Strategic 
initiative discussed.  First thoughts: CANN has an obligation to follow the principles of good 
financial stewardship and continue to maintain and grow CANN.  Goals: Define what would 
be the best strategic goals to pursue as a group? (e.g. keeping contingency funds 
untouched).  Should define all the elements of our financial situation, source of income, 
expenses, and solidify some standards, strategies and limits.  Suggestion that executive 
and members with expertise should be including in this “financial planning committee” to 
develop these goals.  Should VP/Sec take on this role and recruit some others?  Motion to 
create committee written and presented by Joan Pacione, seconded by Christianne 
Krassman.   

 
4.3 Communication & Marketing –  

4.3.1 Communication and Marketing Reps  
4.3.1.1 Web:  Christianne Krassman read her report.  Thanks to Sharon for 

support and her work on the webpage.  “Contact Us” functionality 
created to reduce SPAM.  Legislation and bylaws now on website.  
Working on adding Standards.  Please PDF any documents you wish 
Christianne to upload.  Can add events, articles, etc.  Send to her email.  
Will add a “In Memoriam” section to honor members who have passed 
away.  

4.3.1.2 Subscriptions:   Non-members of CANN cannot login to get CJNN, would 
have to build a subscription-based Paypal (or STRIPE) account at cost of 
$2250-$9000 with three possible options.  This would allow libraries to 
get journal online.  We have ~20 libraries currently, but more might be 
interested in online option if presented.  Business case analysis 
suggested as next step.  Action Item: Christianne Krassman and Jennifer 
Purkiss will do some research and have a report to executive by March 
30, 2015.   

 
4.4 Councilor tool kit development:  Given 30 minutes together to work on this and strategize 

around key issues.  
 

4.5 Legislation & Bylaws – Past President:  Minor changes reviewed by Cindy Hartley. 

4.6 Update from Banff- Program Chair: Christianne presented the final budget and profit.  
Funds from CNSF received in late October. The profits for the conference were $33, 812.   
CANN national received $27, 050 and Calgary Chapter $6, 762.  Savings on AV, poster 
boards and pub crawl costs were noted. 
 

4.7 Annual Conference up-date:  
4.7.1 Program (Jessica to call in at 1200 NFLD time): Viola has taken the lead during 

Jessica’s health recovery.  Terry Lynn Butt working on fundraising.  Have been in 
contact with hotel but the bulk of work will take off in February.  Will need to 
start work on web registration ASAP with Christianne’s support. 
 

4.7.2 Scientific Program: Patti Gallagher has stepping in as chair.  Viola Finn and Patti 
Gallagher will meet and discuss the abstracts.  Patti Gallagher suggested that we 
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can anticipate reduced breakout room needs and fewer poster boards as in 
past.  Registrants will likely leave Friday so may not present any content on the 
half day Friday.  Linda Yetman will be co-chair.  Notifications have gone out to 
those who have submitted.   ~18 abstracts currently=22 hours of education 
content currently.  No preconference this year as costly and unlikely to recoup 
those funds.  May be three awards to present.  Mary Glover speaker, some 
ideas but suggestions for a local speaker are welcome.   

 
4.7.3 Determination of Conference Fee according to the Program Budget:  Budget 

worked out and emailed to exec, will adjust from 175 attendees to 125.  Waiting 
to hear about AV costs but aiming high on costs for all items.  Discussion around 
keeping the same registration as 2014. Funding for travel has been cut in some 
provinces so we need to consider this reality.  Late meeting date may also 
impact numbers as travel costs are increased.  Motion by Cindy  Hartley that 
cost of registration ($375 members, early-bird, $475 members, late) will stay 
the same at 2014.  Seconded by Joan Pacione, carried unanimously 
 

4.8 CANN Conference 2016:  Corbin presented the work done to prepare for the London 
conference.  Hotel reserved $145/night with free Wifi and parking.  Catering costs will go 
toward reducing room cost by 25%.  Hotel will be newly renovated by 2016.  Dates: June 
14-17, 2016 (before CNSF).   
 

4.9 Professional Practice – Professional Practice Rep: Report posted on web.  Standards of 
Practice currently in review and need to be updated.  Nancy Thorton working with a small 
group via phone and internet but finding the process difficult this time.  Proposal 
suggested for a working session in NFLD this June with a select group that are planning to 
attend.  Bring best references for standards that exist in neuroscience nursing topics so 
that informed discussion can proceed.  BOD members will seek out members with 
expertise and interest that will be attending and direct them to Nancy Thorton.  Looking 
for 7-8 people.  Please review reference list submitted by Nancy and send any 
new/updated references to her.  Nancy’s term will end in June, succession planning now.   
 

4.10 CJNN – Editor:  Teri Green submitted report and will go on the web.  Teri Green leaving her 
role as editor as of May 2015 to take a Clinical Scientist position at Queensland University 
of Technology, Brisbane, Australia.  Teri Green is interested in continuing as a peer 
reviewer.  Very busy position so may need to be a co-editor position with 2 or more people 
involved.  Discussion around advertising this appointed voluntary position ensued (e.g. 
professional nursing bodies, CANN website, universities with PhD nursing programs) and 
perhaps a set term.   

 
5.0 Correspondence 
 

5.1 AANN:  No communication or invitations.  We will invite to CANN Conference. 

5.2 CNSF Congress Update 
5.2.1 2017 CNSF Conference Location:  Exec has put much effort into communicating 

with CNSF around the location however there was no collaboration.  CNSF 
leadership has decided that conference in 2017 will be in Victoria, BC.  Victoria 
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chapter is happy to support meeting on another site, or to have another group 
guest host in Victoria.  They would prefer not to host but will if needed (would 
be 3 conferences in 9 years).  Conference planning burnout an issue.  Councilors 
would need to talk to chapters to see if there is an appetite for hosting.  
Registration for NFLD will be taken into consideration as a data point to help 
with decision making.  Request for feedback by February 28, 2015 from 
councilors then BOD will send out options for discussion.  (potentially a Doodle 
poll for BOD to vote if there are options)   Action Item:  Suzanne will send out a 
potential script for councilors to send to members.   

 
6.0 Reports (NB: be prepared to read if not already on Web) 
 

6.1 Executive:  Posted on web or presented elsewhere in minutes. 
 
6.2 Councilors:  Quebec report, new co-councilor Maxim Boutin-Caron.  Linked with 

neurosurgery association in Quebec.   Planning two educations sessions on possibly brain 
tumor, and epilepsy.  All others on the web. Action Item:  Chapter financial budgets still 
need to be submitted to Mark Bonin    

 
6.3 Committees: Membership, Communications & Marketing, Professional Practice and 

Research, Program/Scientific, Archivist, Nominations, Legislation & Bylaws:  Membership list 
sent prior to meeting.  Summary of last 5 years presented.  All renewals will be online and 
receipts will be emailed.  Important that new members use their names and where they are 
from so that we can send the name fields to Janet (Christianne will ask Pencilneck to set this 
up correctly so we can pull data).  Pins given to all councilors to distribute to all new 
members.  Nominations:  Joan Pacione (NS), Andrew Kwan (AB North), Janet  White 
(Membership), Jessica Milley (NFLD), Nancy Thorton (PP and Research) nominations are all 
due this year.  No report from Archivist.  All other reports on the web. 

 
6.4 Representatives: WFNN, CABTO, Canadian Stroke Nursing Council:  Canadian Stroke Nurses 

Council has dissolved now know as Partners in Stroke Recovery.   
 

7.0 New Business 
7.1 Mail Outs Advertisements that used to be insert in CJNN:  Requests in past were made to 

do a mail-out inserted in our journal, however we no longer a paper journal.  Decision was 
made to let potential advertises post on CANN website and pay that cost.  We will not mail 
advertisements out to members. 
 

7.2 Membership Numbers in provinces with more than one chapter:  Clarification that L and B 
changed to state that each chapter, in multi-chapter provinces, must maintain average of 
15 members over three years to get financial support from CANN national to attend 
meetings.   

 
7.3 Spam email legislation:  CNA confirmed that by joining the association our members are 

giving their consent to receive electronic communications so we do not need to seek 
written consent.  Tara Bergner will get written confirmation and send to the website. 
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7.4 Call for Abstracts and Deadlines with CJNN being in the members-only section:  Is now on 
the home page thanks to Christianne Krassman. 

 
7.5 Online Journal Subscriptions:  See Communications and Marketing, subscriptions. 

 
7.6 Stroke Campaign:  Approached to help launch the new “FAST” campaign within our circles.  

See attached email and slide deck.  Please disseminate to all members via in-service, 
meetings, etc.  We can contact Patrice Lindsay at Heart and Stroke if want more 
information desired. There will be an abstract and presentation in NFLD. 

 
7.7 WFNN Representative:  Previous rep was Deb Holtam in 2013 and went to Japan in 2014.  

Conference is only every 4 years so it doesn’t follow the past president term which is after 
3 years.  TOR states it is the choice of the BOD to decide whether or not to have a rep and 
whether or not to send the rep to the WFNN conference (or perhaps AANN as well).  
Discussion ensued.  We have member on the WFNN board, so Cindy will ask that member 
to be the CANN/WFNN representative for the 2017 meeting in Croatia. 

 
7.8 Journal and Website Advertising:  Continuous drop off in income from advertising over the 

last few years.  What actions if any can we take to communicate this concern with Pappin?  
The advertising information for CJNN is on their home page.  CANN set the cost of 
advertising at some point in the past and the costs are on the Pappin website.  Action Item:  
Jennifer Purkiss will discuss the costs with Pappin to see if cost is as issue for potential 
advertisers and the potential for renegotiation.  A quote for cost on 5000, 10,000 or 15,000 
copies of a journal article was sent to Pappin but we do not know the outcome of this 
discussion so there will be further exploration by Jennifer Purkiss.   

 
8.0 Councilors concerns:  Joan has concerns around recruiting new members in NS and replacing 

herself as councilor.  Corbin also finding that the core group in London has not expanded with new 
nurses for some time and looking for ideas to recruit.  Information dissemination has been a 
concern for members.  Website could have more clear information on conference details.  Not all 
members on Twitter, Facebook.  Spam email concerns did slow down the flow of information for a 
few months while exec explored this issue.  Members who don’t have electronic access to the 
journal, Jennifer has ~10 extra copies that she can post to those members.  Trudy Roberson finding 
that Victoria group is doing well with recruitment, Vancouver group has several members moving 
toward retirement (similar in most chapters).  Important to remain cognizant of the constant flow 
of members and we can be encouraged by the current overall membership.  Christianne Krassman 
working hard to keep AB members involved in not only conference but meetings and education. 
Thanks to Christianne for all the work that has gone into renovating and updating the webpage, 
bringing it along from what was built for us.  Helen Fong finds it challenging to get both French and 
Anglophone members out to QC meetings and engaged together, coming from multiple sites as 
well.  Working with Maxim Boutin-Caron to explore communication and sharing opportunities. 
Building a French/English Facebook page.  Huge budgetary restraints for travel and education time 
are concerns in Quebec but also in other chapters.  Patti Gallagher brought up the consideration of 
moving to a two-day conference from 2 ½ days to reduce costs of the conference and perhaps 
attract more attendees.  Jodi Dusik-Sharpe feeling disconnected from CANN national this past year 
so regular updates are welcome.  Plans to make personal contact with all new MB members and be 
“present” for the membership, as lots of questions.  Viola Finn pleased that NFLD membership has 
increased and will use the conference to engage the new members.  The community feeling 
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created by conferences and the reunion aspects are an important aspect of maintaining and 
growing the membership, important that we actively foster our “community”.   Aline finding 
engagement is low in Ottawa and planning telephone communication with members, monthly 
education sessions not well attended, changed the engagement point system to reward attendees 
more.  Acute nurses don’t consider themselves neuro-nurses, not supported by educators or 
managers.  All councilors finding similar issues with recruitment and engagement.  Telehealth, 
travelling meetings, webcasting, stories and inspirational quotes on webpage were all suggested as 
ideas for engagement.   

 
9.0 Discussion:  Discussed the paying of expenses for one checked bag on flight for BOD. Agreement to 

pay the cost of one checked bag/member, but will not pay for seat selection, extra meals, or any 
other extra costs that arise from travel. 

 
10.0 Closing remarks/motion of closure:  Action Items:  1. Councilors please check what banners you 

have and send that information to Mark.  Please discard the banners “with the S”.  2. Tara Bergner 
will send out a summary of the meeting minutes for sharing with membership by mid-February.  3.  
Please send your thoughts to Mark Bonin, on the meeting venue being separate from the hotel and 
other changes we explored this meeting.  Thanks to all for your input and commitment.  Motion to 
adjourn meeting made by Mark Bonin, seconded by Joan Pacione, all in favor, motion carried.   

 
 


